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Abstrak

The discourse of tolerance and religious freedom become the impossibility which cannot be escaped in our plural society life. The main problem is how the concept al-Qur’an in explaining well the case of tolerance and religious freedom. Religious freedom naturally is the foundation for creating religion harmony between religious followers. Without religious freedom, it is impossible to create religion harmony. Religious freedom is the right of every people. The right to convey God is given, and nobody can take it out. Tolerance, freedom, and religion plurality implicitly and explicitly contain in al-Qur’an. The confirmation of al-Qur’an about social group plurality and life necessity among groups are developed without limitations as long as have benefits. The acknowledgement of al-Qur’an about social group plurality and the human necessity life is guided without limitation as long as it has profit and benefit. In the case of aqidah and belief, al-Qur’an contains very absolute boarded and there is no bargain, because belief and faith is the case relation between human and their Creature.
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A. Introduction

The pluralistic society, actually not only be the characteristic of modern industry society. Historically, it had been appeared since the early era of Prophet Muhammad. The situation is properly happened, because chronology Islam born preceded by some religion development, such as Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, Magus, Zoroaster, ancient Egypt, and etc.

It is the holy duty for religion followers for going together to make introspection again about their religion teaching to be communicated to other religion area, thus it will decrease the tense or conflict among religion followers. The theologians and the priests of each religion and missionaries should "learn" to understand others religion aspect not for moving to the religion belief, but to be more tolerance and understand each other. The tolerance attitude is not need to be suspicious. It will not decrease the religion which is belief.

The phenomenon of plurality and religious freedom is one of the problems which is faced by religious thought. The community existence present where people from some kinds of religious tradition life together with social relation expansion. The main problem, nowadays, is how is the way to understand and explain better the issue of religion plurality. Do one of the exits religion become the most authentic religion, perfect, and nature, while the others is illegal? Or maybe, the light of truthiness appeared on all religion in this world, thus they were assumed as the different mirror which reflect truthiness light and safety way.

In history note, dialogue about tolerance and religious freedom are still precious issue in many countries. In Egypt, India, Burma, Ireland, and the ex countries of Unisoviet dan Yugoslavia, the conflict of inter-religion followers are written many on newspaper. In many countries, religion plurality can tear the unity of nation easily. Religion plurality in Indonesia, which majority Muslim, accepts many positive comments from western observer. Even though some certain communities in this country are still unsatisfied toward religion life condition, but the western observers begin to analyze the dialogue model and the harmony of religion followers in Indonesia as an alternative which is needed to be developed. At least, there are two western observer, who recently visited Indonesia, namely Prof. Dr. M. Arkoum and Prof. Dr. Sajida Alwi, each of them are Professor of Islamic Thought at Sorbone French and Profesor of Islam Culture at McGill University Canada. They are shooting their wonderful lens to the pluralistic society’s either in internal and external relation among religion followers.¹

¹See the complete M. Amin Abdullah, Studi Agama Normativitas atau Historisitas (Yogyakarta: Pustaka Pelajar, 2006 ),p. 76-77.
From some main themes above, this writing is going to answer critical question, now is Islam concept about tolerance and religion freedom? Can someone who is fanatic on a religion tolerance to others? The second question bears, because religion basic more related to feeling and belief, not logic.

B. The Meaning of Tolerance and Religion Freedom

The class word of tolerance is noun and tolerant is adjective which has meaning respect, allow, enable. In terminology, tolerance means respect peacefully, the faith and the belief of someone or others group. ²

Tolerance and freedom are two things related each others. Tolerance is happened, because there is freedom, and vice versa. They become the absolute requirement for plural and homogeneity society to create dynamic and conducive culture and civilization. The freedom to think, choose, and work only be happened when society in a nation is ready to accept difference (tolerant) and confirm that difference aspect or belief cannot be forced. All people can be wrong, small and big; there is no guarantee for those who are religious for not doing it. The truthiness is not appearing in only one thought stream but in many streams.

A definition about tolerance and freedom is argued by Nigel Ashford in his book *Prinsip-prinsip Masyarakat Merdeka* that; tolerance is the belief that someone cannot make intervention toward attitude and behavior which are not agreed. The characteristic are: disagreement toward certain attitude and rejecting to force his point of view to others. According to him, someone cannot be assumed tolerant toward something which he is agreed. While, freedom is someone is able to choose to act without others’ intervention.³

From definition above, it can be understood that, tolerance does not mean approve of others opinion. In the daily activities, tolerance has three forms; 1. negative aspect, namely the content of its teaching and the followers are not respected, but it is allowed because it is perforce; 2. Positive aspect, namely the content of teaching is rejected, but the followers are accepted and respected; 3. Eukumenism aspect, namely the content of teaching and the followers are respected because their teaching contains truthness which useful for maintaining belief and faith.

Moreover, the meaning of religion freedom is people’ freedom to choose and follow the religion which is wanted, it also means people’ freedom

---

to move on from his religion and come in to other religion which suitable according to his feeling and logic choice.

Human Rights declared people right to move on from one religion to other religion on United Nation Universal Human Rights Declaration "every one has right on thought, inner heart, and religion freedom; in this case included freedom to change religion or belief, and freedom to state religion, practice it, do its worship and faith on it, either individual or together, in public or in own place." 4

In our constitution, UUD 1945 religion freedom is described clearly on section 28 (e) verse 2 the result of amendment constitution, the section explains: every people has right to believe faith, state idea and attitude, according to his inner heart". The constitution is consummated with section 29 verses 1 and 2 which states: Nation bases on The Almighty God divinity, Nation guarantees freedom of every citizen to believe his religion, and do worship according to his belief and faith ".5

This constitution principally has been accurate as guarantee of religion freedom in Indonesia. If it is interpreted freely, it reflects some principles about the right of religion freedom, namely: right to believe one religion, and right to express idea and attitude in accordance with inner heart.

C. Tolerance Obligation and Religion Freedom

Islam doctrine about tolerance is clear. It is confirmed with the example of prophet Muhammad saw., in relating with others religion followers. It is not exceeding if it is said that tolerance is fully suggested in Islam. Islam terminology means peace, safe, and surrenders. This definition is often formulated in Islam’s term namely rahmatan lil ’alamin (religion which bring God’s mercy to the worlds). Based on this meaning, then Islam can be understood as religion which does not have aim to erase others religion, but it considers them as the partner in implementing safety for all people without differentiating symbol of their own primordial’s.

The necessity to build awareness in developing fellowship with others religion follower is stated explicitly in QS. Ali Imran (3:64) :

---

Say: O followers of the Book! Come to an equitable proposition between us and you that we shall not serve any but Allah and (that) we shall not associate aught with Him, and (that) some of us shall not take others for lords besides Allah; but if they turn back, then say: Bear witness that we are Muslims”

Related to this case, Rasulullah saw. said:

We asked Rasulullah saw.: Which is religion the most favorite by Allah: Rasul answered “true and tolerant religion”

Alquran confirmation about the potency which becomes the basic of people life is the important asset to build harmony society life. The argument above, shown that al-Qur’an and prophet’s hadist authentically teach tolerance in its full meaning. It is clear different with tolerance idea and practices are growing in Western countries. Tolerance in western Countries born because of religion war at XVII centuries. It had broken people relation, thus people self price go down to rare spot. The background resulted the agreements about tolerance among religion, and then it enlarged to the aspects of people law supremacy.

D. Basic to Build Tolerance

Islam instruction for its followers to be tolerance, not only to Jewish and Christian, but also to others religion. It is explained on al-Baqarah 256:

We explain al-Baqarah 256:

Allah does not call what account you to for what is vain in your oaths, but he will he will call you to account for what your heart have earned, and Allah is forgiving, forbearing.7

From this verse, it can be understood that: people are free to choose their way, because they are adult and have mind and need not to be forced, as long as the explanation about the right and the wrong way have been given. When he chooses the wrong way, then he should take the risk, namely the suffering. When he is afraid to be suffered, then he should choose the right way.

Quraish Shihab stated that someone with sincerely and full of awareness chozen a religion, then he should obligate to do the religion teaching perfectly. The main aim of religion teaching is the conservation of the religion itself, which for instance determine the improvement of followers’ understanding toward the religion teaching and to protect them from every effort of pollution to its purity.8

People are given freedom by Allah to choose and to determine his life and his religion. But the freedom is not to choose the religion teaching, because “Allah sends a religion teaching not for discussing by the people, which one is accepted and which one is rejected.” Religion and its teaching is one package, the rejection toward one part caused the rejection to the whole parts of the package. As Allah says in QS.al-Baqarah/2:85 as follow:

Yet you it is who slay your people and turn a party from among you out of their homes, backing each other up against them unlawfully and exceeding the limits; and if they should come to you, as captivis you would ransom them while their very turning out was unlawful for you. Do you then believe in a part of the book and disbelieve in the other? What then is the reward of such among you as do this but disgrace in the life of this world, and on the day of resurrection they shall be sent back to the most grievous chastisement and Allah is not at all heedless of what you do.9

---

Sayyid Quthub explained that Islam does not give to a Muslim freedom to choose diversity opinion which developed in *ushul al-din* field, because the issues have been certain and clear. The freedom to choose is only given in *furu’* field, because the argumentation is *zhanniy*. The freedom is given because the mistaken may be done by someone who has authority on it, still “valuated” by religion, either is given reward by Allah.\(^{10}\)

Every religion follower has his own duty to protect himself and escape the improperly aspect. The obligation to do religion teaching and keep the purity become the responsibility of religion followers.

In this case, surah al-Kahfi ayat 29 explains:

\[
\text{وَقَلَّ الْحَقُّ مِنْ رَبِّكُمُ فَمَنْ شَاءَ فَلْيُؤْمَنَنَّ وَمَنْ شَاءَ فَلْيُصَلِّنَّ}
\]

*And say: the truth is from your lord, so let him who please disbelieve; surely we have prepared for the iniquitos a fire, the curtain of which shall encompass them about; and if they cry for water, they shall be given water like molten brass which will scald their faces; evil the drink and ill the resting-place.* \(^{11}\)

This verse give freedom to people to believe or do not believe the religion teaching is brought by Prophet Muhammad. People do not force to believe it, the freedom is strengthening in surah al-Kafirun (109: 1-6), Allah says:

\[
\text{قُلْ يَا أَيُّهَا الْمُكَذِّبُونَ لَا أُعِبَّدُ مَا تُعِبَّدُونَ وَلَا أَنْتُمْ مَا أَعِبَّدُونَ وَلَا أَنَا عَبِيدُ مَا نَعِبَدُ لَّهُمْ دِينُ وَلَيْنَ دِينٌ}
\]

*Say: “unbelievers! I do not serve that which you serve, nor do you serve him whom I serve, nor are you going to serve him who I serve: you shall have your religion and I shall have my religion.”* \(^{12}\)

Quraish Shihab stated that the other name of surah al-Kafirun is surah al-Ibadah, surah al-Din, and surah al-Muqasyqisyah (surah for curing the unbelievers). The main theme of this surah is about the rejection of *musyrikin* community’s opinion to unify religion teaching in order to get compromise, while asking to do each own religion teaching and belief without disturbing each other.\(^{13}\)

---


\(^{12}\) Ibid., p. 603.

In a history, it is said that this *surah* sent related to some figures of *musyrikin* community in Mecca such as, al-Walid al-Mughirah, Aswad ‘Ibnu Abdul Muthalib, Umayyah Ibnu Khalaf came to Rasulullah saw. bargain compromise related to religion teaching practice. Their idea is the Prophet and his followers join to their religion, and they will join to Islam teaching also, “we serve your Lord Muhammad- one year and you serve our lord one year. “If your religion is right, we have benefit because we also serve your Lord and if our religion is right, you also absolutely get benefit.” That was approximately their idea. Listening to them, explicitly Prophet Muhammad answered “I protect to Allah, from group who serve Allah with others”.

From the case study above, it can be understood that it is impossible and unlogic to unify the religion. Because every religion is different with others religion, as like as its main teaching and its details, because of that, it is impossible the differences are combined in the soul of someone who is sincerely to his religion and his belief.

Each of religion followers must be sure fully to his religion teaching and his belief. And as long as they are sure, impossible they will justify the teaching is not proper with their religion and their belief.

This *surah* is included which very strict to place basic relation tolerance soul and religion freedom soul; therefore we should admit the plurality of religion and civilize to discussion well and polite dialogue.

To see the existence of Islam as religion, historical dimension should not be ignored. In history note tolerance and religion freedom have been exampled Islam followers in Rasulullah saw era, as described on explanation as follow.

When Islam enlarged from Arabic Gulf to Palestina, Suriah, Mesopotamia, Persia, and India in East and to Egypt via North Africa to Spain in West, the citizens in the countries are not forced to leave their religion to move to Islam, it is better on Islam view, but who wanted to still be on his own religion, he did not disturb. They were given freedom to do their religion teaching.

For the citizens of Palestina, Suriah, Mesopotamia, Egypt and Spain, the attitude was the new thing. As we have been known that in Christian arouse some religious sects. The religious sect also had flown to these countries, such as Monophysite sect, Nestorian and Monothelite. Under the power of Byzantine Kingdom these sect got pressure from Orthodox Church and the authorities of Byzantine. The followers of these sects had had persecution.

---

Thus, it is not wonder if they felt happy, when Islam governed their region because Islam gives freedom to take religion and do its teaching, without intervention from the authority of Islam. And it is rarely that the religion followers, who oppressed help Islam community to govern their region, release from the power of Byzantine and Orthodox Church.

Damascus bishop, as was storied by Baladzuri, helped and made Khalid bin Walid easy to come and governed Damascus in 636 M. as like as Qibti’ citizens (Coptic) from Egypt, who also experienced pressure in governing their region from Byzantine. In Spain, Islam followers had support from Jewish, as explained above, experienced persecution from Church and the Authority of Spain. Islam developed well in Arabic, but it needs 200 years. In Arabic countries, still have Christian, Jewish in Spain. The small parts Islam books translators are Christian.\textsuperscript{16}

For Indonesia society who faces development in many fields, implementing tolerance is urgent, by giving more explanation about religion teachings are related to tolerance. Thus, religion tolerance can be built in each of religion followers.

Tolerance spirit and religion freedom can be built through the following efforts: \textsuperscript{17}
1. Try to see truthiness on others religion.
2. Scant the differences among the religions.
3. Protrude similarity among the religion.
4. Build brotherhood.
5. Centralize effort on individual and society development.
6. Give priority to teaching implementation which brings to religion tolerance.
7. Escape conflict and against inter-religion.”

Indeed Islam never ask its followers to force others religion followers to believe Islam. The duty of a Muslim is only conveying delation to others wisely and with well teaching. It is caused by the people assumed, had been able and must be given freedom to differentiate to choose the right and the wrong way. Therefore, it is clear that actually Islam is a religion which is hated violence very much. Islam is not the same with religion radicalism as labelled by many sides who do not understand about the substance of Islam teaching.

\textsuperscript{16} Harun Nasution, \textit{Islam Rasional} (Bandung, Mizan, 1989), p. 273-274.\textsuperscript{17} Harun Nasution, \textit{Ibid}
E. Islam Concept in Building Tolerance and Religion Freedom

The awareness of plurality is the key word which needs to be understood and practiced in daily activities. Even though it is not the easy, but it is not impossible thing also to be implemented. The awareness indicated the willingness to accept differences. On the following explanation, the writer argued some Islam concepts in building tolerance and religion freedom, namely:

1. Tolerance, freedom, religion plurality, implicitly and explicitly al-Qur’an is one of holy Book which acknowledge the heterogeneity of racial group. This verse below support the existence of societies group who have pluralism, either in sociology, ideology, culturally, racial, and etc. Allah Swt says in QS. al-Hujurat/49: 13:

You men! Surely we have created you of a male and a female, and made you tribes and families that you may no each other; surely the most honorable of you with Allah is the one among you most careful (of his duty); surely Allah is knowing, Aware. 18

Quraish Shihab started his interpretation that this verse sent related to Abu Hind who was his daily activities pembekam. One day Rasulullah saw. asked Bani Bayadhah married one of his daughter with Abu Hind, but they did not want with the reason, it was not proper to marry his daughter with someone who ever been his slave. On other stories, explain that Usaid Ibn Abi al-Ish commented when he listened to Bilal recited azan in Ka’bah that: Alhamdulillah my father died before seeing this event. Some commented does not Muhammad find besides selain burung gagak to recite azan? 19

From the case above, it can be understood that the unit of people’ created indicates the similarity of humanity level. It is not proper if someone feels proud and more superior to others, not only among races, and nation, but also among sex. Because, if someone says that Eve creates from Eden’s rib, and the source of something certainly higher than its branch, once again if there is someone says like that, then it is just happened to Eden and Eve especially, not for all people, because people besides both of them and Prophet Isa as. born because of man and woman sex relation.

In this context, when prophet Muhammad saw. did separation pilgrimage, noticed “O people; Indee your Lord is one, your father is one, there is no superiority of Arabic people than non Arabian, and vice versa. There is no superiority of white man than black one except their faith and piety. Indeed the holiest among you beside Allah Swt is the one who have the highest faith and piety”.

From the explanation above, it can be understood that the acknowledgement of al-Qur’an toward the plurality of religion group, social, race, culture, and custom is followed by the guidance of al-Qur’an which support people to build religious life, tolerant, and friendly. The sentence of *lia’arifa* on this verse clearly indicates the the issues.

2. Tolerance and religion freedom which built not limited in filling life necessity among people community, but also included in plurality life. The verse below contains about accurate demarcation line in the case of each religion experience. As Allah says in al-Baqarah (QS. 2:139):

> قَلْ أَنْتُّجُوُنَا فِي اللَّهِ وَهُوَ رَبّنَا وَرَبُّكُمْ وَلَنَا أَعْمَالًا وَلَكُمْ أَعْمَالُكُمْ وَنَحْنُ لَهُ مُحِلَّصُونَ

Say: Do you dispute with us about Allah, and he is our Lord and your Lord, and we shall have our deeds and you shall have your deeds, and we are sincere to him. 20

Ibnu Katsir in his book said that in order to guide Prophet Muhammad saw. when he rejected debating with musyrik group, Allah says *qa’il atthajunna fi allah* Say: Do you dispute with us about Allah, and he is our Lord and your Lord, and we shall have our deeds and you shall have your deeds, and we are sincere to him. 21

The verse above clearly acknowledges pluralism of social group which differanciate according to language, race, culture, and religion. Especially about religion different, al-Qur’an gives very clear line that in case about belief of each religion teaching, fully should be directed to the followers of the religion itself.

On the demarcation line of belief, there is no bargaining, because the belief and faith is the case which relate relation among people nad his Lord. As it is described in *surah* al-Kafirun verse 6:

---

You shall have your religion and I shall have my religion

Allah’s saying above, explaining that passive tolerance should be put in high position by each of religion followers when it is related to belief and faith area. The case of the verse become a proven about there is no unification in religion teaching.

From some verses above, explicitly acknowledge the plurality of nation and race. It is indicated that the different of race and nation should not take as reason to against each other, but should understand each other. The understanding will bear respecting attitude. Besides that, difference will not effect to people level in Allah’s view, thus relation among difference individual and group should be built based on the similarity. The acknowledgement toward religion belief difference is stated in al-Qur’an surah al-Maidah (5:48):

For every one of you did We appoint a law and a way.

Individual has duty and responsible to his choice. Al-Qur’an gives chance to every people to take his own belief. On the following explanation, the writer argued some stories about tolerance and religion freedom concept which has been exampled by Rasulullah saw.

In one story event was conveyed by al-Tabrani and Abi Hatim which was sourced from Abi Nuwas argued that Quraisy community tried to persuaded Prophet Muhammad Saw., by offering proverty then he will be the richest man in Mecca city, and he will be married with whoever the woman he wants. This effort was coveyed by saying: “these are we prepared for you o Muhammad, with the requirement you do not abuse and disfigure our lord, or worship our lord for a year”. Prophet Muhammad Saw., answered: “I will wait apocalypse from my Lord”. This verse sent related to this event, as the instruction to reject the unbeliever offering.

And this verse is also sent ayat: Qul afa ghaira Allahi ta’murunni a’budu ayyuba al-jahilun (39) verse 64 as instruction to reject the ignorant men offering to serve others than Allah.

In other story event, Add al-Razzaq stated that the unbelievers Quraisy said to prophet Muhammad Saw: “if you do not mind to follow us (serve others than Allah) for a year, we will also follow your religion for a year”. Then surah al-Kafirun is sent.

In others story event, it was talked by Ibn Abi Hatim which was sourced from Sa’id bin Mina stated that Walid bin al-Mughirah, al-Ashi bin
Wail, al-Aswab bin Muthalib and Umayyahbin Khalaf said: “O Muhammad! Let we serve what we serve and we will serve what you serve and we confederate in everything and you lead us.”

Tolerance and religion freedom in Islam concept is absolute which not mix one religion teaching with others, because it relates to belief. The leadership issue, al-Qur’an absolutely does not give tolerance to Jewish or Christians as the leader. Otherwise, instruct the believers to take others faith man as leader. Allah says in surah Ali Imran verse 28:

Let not believers take the unbelievers for friends rather than believers; and whoever does this, she shall have nothing of (guardianship of) Allah, but you should guard yourselves against them, guarding carefully; and Allah makes you caustion of (retribution from) himself; and to Allah is the eventual coming.

The teaching about tolerance among religions which is taught by Al-Qur’an above had been practiced very well by Prophet Muhammad Saw., with others community, mainly with Jewish, as expressed in one of dictums in Madinah Certificate as follow.

And Jewish community collaborated with Muslimin community as long as they do not make war. And indeed Jewish Banu Auf adala is one community with Muslimin community. For Jewish are their religion, and for Muslim are their religion. It is the same as their confederate and their own selves. If among them (are protected) make sin and cruelty, then the effect is taken by he himself and his family.

---

One thing should be noted is the meaning of *din* in dictum of Medinah Certificate above in small meaning, *din* is ritual ceremony as the public opinion considered, but *din* in wide perspective. Here is the important meaning of life tolerance inter-religion followers in Islam teaching on the other side gives freedom to every follower to take his own religion and in other side has obligation to prevent his Islamic belief in right way.

The history of prophets and Rasul Allah swt. sending to people life bring implication to the appearing of religion groups as the respond which presented by all prophets and rasul-rasul Allah. This fact is in accordance with Allah saying in surah al-Maidah (5:48):

> And we have revealed to you the book with the truth, verifying what is before it of the book and guardian over it, therefore judge between them by what Allah has revealed, and do not volow their law desires (to turn away) from the truth that has come to you; for every one of you did we appoint a law and a way, and if Allah had pleased he would have made you (all) a single people, but that he might try you in what he gave you, therefore strive with one another to hasten to virtuous deeds; to Allah is your return, of all (of you) so we will let you know that in which you differed;

Al-Zamakhshyari stated that the verse above explain explicitly every religion follower has teaching system which be his basic reference in running his daily activities, beside has own view in responding the problems in his life. But the difference among one religion with others religion, generally not related to the core of religion, but more related to the symbolic expression of each religion. Basically the core among the symbolic same to state the God Almighty not serve besides of Him. 24

If it is analyzed deeply, by using objective investigation, then it can be concluded that all religions which are followed by people to teach its followers to serve one God, even though there is difference explanation

---

according to their ability level in understanding the concept of their God existence.

F. Conclusion

From the explanation and analysis had been presented above, then the writer gives conclusion that people are given freedom by Allah to choose and determine their life way, and the religion they are followed. But the freedom does not mean freedom to choose the religion teaching is they like. “God does not send a religion to be discussed by people in order to choose which one is proper and which one is unproper.” Religion choice is one package, rejection toward one part of religion teaching will cause the rejection of the whole of package.

Tolerance concept which has been explained in al-Qur’an gives direction to how a Muslim should interact with other Muslim and with others religion follower. Two pillars of rukun Iman obligate the faith to Allah messengers and the Books they bring. Genealogy tolerance in Islam has been placed by Rasulullah Saw., by acknowledging former religions and perfect their teaching. Rasulullah Saw., life in Medinah had shown the pluralism which was very significant and relevant with our life nowadays. The example of Rasulullah’s character is reflected in Medinah certificate, it is stated that: “all Madinah citizens have the same right, respecting each other, protecting each other in building Medinah city. Non Muslim followers are give freedom to follow and do worship according to their belief and religion.”
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